
Below you will find an overview of all costs for your trip.
The overview will give you realistic insight in all costs related to your trip. It therefor includes cost you
will not normally find in other travel packages (fuel, meals, camping fees, ferries etc) but which will have
to be paid nevertheless. The overview is therefore a good platform from which to base your trip budget
(although it may appear to be a more expensive trip than anticipated based on fly&drive packages most
travel agents sell).

Important – you will not pay the trip price per person to Nature Trek Canada.
We mention this explicitly because many travelers think that proceeding with arrangements for your trip
is tied to the charges that appear in the budget. That is not how it works though - we charge a one-time fee
of $Can 350 (plus postage and printing costs approximately $Can 35 per travel guide), including all
services. If you like us to do reservations and additional bookings we will make those free of charge. But
you can also do those yourself. The budget layout will show you the following:

 Column 1 – Flights & local transportation are essential and standard trip components. In
consultation with you we can makes reservations and bookings (but you are free to do so yourself as
well).

 Column 2 - Accommodation & ferries, trains and excursions are trip components you still have to
decide about.

 Column 3 - Extra costs which you will pay on location.

Please keep in mind that exchange rates may fluctuate which can account for differences between this
budget and those at the time a reservation is made. Bookings made from Europe such as flights, camper-
and car rentals are generally not subject to currency fluctuations. Budget is prepared in $Can.

* Website rates. As agents we can access touroperator rates which are sometimes cheaper.
** Reservations can be made by us in consultation with you (no charge) or you can make bookings yourself.
*** Obviously you decide how often you dine out. This may alter meal expenditures.

Costs in blue and green are usually not included in standard fly&drive packages. Obviously they are a
part of your vacation.

Jasper National Park –
Maligne Lake



Inside Passage route
$Can 4453 pp (exclusive of guided components) Number of Travelers 2

$Can 4728 pp (inclusive of guided components) Number of days 21

Coastal Mountain Route - $Can 350 pp

Number Flights

& Transportation

To be reserved

trip components

Extra costs while

in Canada

Flights from LHR to Calgary, return from

Vancouver* Taxes included (Delta Airlines) 2998

Booking fees ° 59

Car rental (Alamo Midsize, Gold, all in) 0
Camper rental Cruise Canada C19 (all in) 3136

Individual Arrangement ° 350
Postage & printing of travelguide ° 35

Accommodation **

@ $225 per night (1 room, averaged roomrate ) 3 675

Accomodation camper **

@ $45 per night (averaged rate) 15 675

Accommodation tent camping **

@ $20 per night (averaged rate) 0 0

Ferries

Inside Passage (vehicle included $Can 1008 )

Discovery Coast (vehicle included $Can 903) 1008

Ferries

Vancouver Island (vehicle included) 155

Excursion Orcas/Whales (~ 4 hours) 275

Excursion Seakayaking (2 days all in) 505

Excursion Knight Inlet bear observation $1450 0

Excursion

Excursion

Excursion

Meals in restaurants (breakfast & dinner) ***

@ $Can 45 pppd (averaged, alcohol excl.) 5 450

Meals self-prepared ***

@ $Can 20 pppd (averaged) 13 520

Fuel ° 3250 717

Miscellaneous (extra excursions, fees etc.) ° 200
Nationale Park Pass ° 118

Subtotal Flights & Transportation 6578

Subtotal Trip components to be reserved 2513

Subtotal Guided Components 780

Subtotal extra cost while in Canada 2005

Endtotal 11876

Per Person 5938

Per person per day 282

Travelcost per person Per Pers.

Flight & Transportation in Canada 3067

Accommodation 675

Ferries 582

Miscellaneous (all posts marked °) 740
Meals 485

Sub total travelcost 5548
Guided components 390

End total travelcost 5938

₤ 3133

2020 Travelbudget in $Can


